Raylove Unisex Hard Shell Eyeglasses Cases, Protective Case For
Glasses Review-2021

STURDY AND LIGHTWEIGHT: The hard shell of the RayLove Glasses Case is made to not only
carry your eyewear, but to protect it from scrapes on the lenses and damages to the frame. The
durable case has a comfortable finish on the exterior and soft protective lining on the interior to
prevent glasses from being scratched and dirtied. The case is substantial and protective, lightweight
enough to carry with ease.
KEEPS YOUR GLASSES CLEAN : Due to a special lining, The soft lining is also great for protecting
your lenses from dirt and residue, thus keeping them clean.
Material & SIZE : This case mainly is makes with the linen fabric.Interior is lined and will not scratch
up the lenses. And Interior Dimensions: Length 6.02 Inch - Width 2.1 Inch - Height 1.3 Inch/ Exterior
Dimensions: Length 6.37 Inch - Width 2.38 Inch - Height 1.8 Inch.Case fits standard sized
eyeglasses.
FITS MOST EYEGLASSES : Perfect for carrying small or medium glasses. such as Blue Light
Blocking Glasses,reading glasses and Computer Glasses. in addition to this,Spacious interior
makes the case a multipurpose storage tool for small electronics, accessories, or other small items.
WARRANTY : We believe in our products and back them with 3 months manufacturer warranty and
24/7 easy to reach friendly customer service.The RayLove eyeglasses case is suit for Blue Light
Blocking Glasses, Reading Glasses And Computer Glasses. Its hard plastic outer shell prevents
reading glasses from breaking, while its fully-lined, soft interior prevents lenses from getting
scratched or dusty. In the event that lenses do become dusty, the matching micro fiber cleaning
cloth is there to wipe them clean.

CLASSY, CONVENIENT, AND COLORFUL
This eyeglasses protective case comes in three rich hues, brightly colored inner lining. Its durable
exterior is sure not to break, and its inner lining is sure not to peel off. It is perfect for storing frames
at home, the office, or on the go. It also make a perfect gift! Review 2021, feedback 2021, promo
code, discount code 2021, buy, picture, description, sale, price comparison, cheap, cheapest, value
for money.

